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"From old to new" – Media-Saturn Group expands 
cooperation between its retail brands and its re-
commerce shareholding FLIP4NEW 
  

Ingolstadt, 23.01.2014: The Media-Saturn Group will, in the 

future, also be offering customers who shop at its retail brand 

redcoon the option of exchanging their used consumer 

electronics goods for shopping vouchers from the online 

consumer electronics retailer. This is made possible by a 

cooperation with FLIP4NEW, in which the Media-Saturn Group 

acquired a minority shareholding in October 2012. 

 

The company ranks among the leading re-commerce providers. As a 

cooperation partner, FLIP4NEW handles the various transactions 

involved and checks the used devices. Saturn.de has been 

collaborating with FLIP4NEW since 2010. Within the framework of the 

Group's multichannel strategy, FLIP4NEW stands, where used 

devices can be handed in, were set up at all the bricks-and-mortar 

Saturn stores in Germany. 

 

Media Markt and Saturn in Austria also offer this service online and at 

their fixed-location stores. Media Markt and Saturn in the 

Netherlands, as well as Media Markt in Sweden, are also 

collaborating with FLIP4NEW in their stores. FLIP4NEW's re-

purchasing service offers Media-Saturn a powerful customer loyalty 

tool and an additional sales argument when selling new goods. The 

group is planning to expand its cooperation with FLIP4NEW 

internationally. 

 

 

About the Media-Saturn Group 
With net revenues of 21 billion euros and approximately 65,000 employees in the 

business year 2012/13, the Media-Saturn Group, in which METRO AG has a majority 
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shareholding, operates in 17 countries. Media Markt and Saturn, Germany and 

Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailers, are bundled under the roof of 

Media-Saturn-Holding GmbH. The success enjoyed by these two retail brands, which 

currently operate more than 950 stores in 15 different countries, is based on a unique 

selection of low-priced brand-name products, competent staff, excellent service, a 

distinctive advertising presence and a decentralized organizational structure. Each 

store manager is a shareholder in his or her own store and is thus responsible for the 

product mix, pricing, personnel and marketing. Media Markt and Saturn conduct their 

operations separately and are in direct competition with each other. Both retail 

brands are currently being developed internationally as multichannel retailers. The 

online retailer redcoon, which operates in ten European countries, has been part of 

the Media-Saturn Group since July 2011 and the Russian online retailer 003.ru since 

July 2012. You will find further information about the Media-Saturn Group at 

www.media-saturn.com. 

 

 

 


